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The methods by which the Brahmins in India preserved the Vedic tradition

from centuries ago, are worth mentioning.  Also the devises they used to transmit

these wonderful sacred texts from generation to generation are many, which

deserve special study.  First of all, the strong belief that the Vedas were Apauru¿eya

(not authored by ordinary human beings) and Nitya (eternal), was deep rooted

among them.  Such strong beliefs were prevalent among the Brahmins, the

custodians of Vedas, from very ancient times which helped to preserve the text

intact without any change in the Samhit° or Pada or Ak¿ara or even in its accents

while chanting.  This is not the peculiarity of the Vedas only, but many of the

auxilliary texts of the Vedas like ·ik¿°s and Pr°tiø°khyas also had these peculiar

features.

Oral tradition and book tradition

There are, or there were, two methods of using Vedas in oral chanting which

were prevalent from ancient days.  They are Sv°dhy°ya and Prayoga,  the day to

day chanting of Vedas and the Vedic exegesis or Vedavik§tis.  In these two

methods also, the above mentioned strong belief of divinity and eternity of Vedas

worked well, by which  the text or Samhit°  and the Mantras, Padas and P°das in

it were used without any change of any kind from very ancient times.  In  the

employment of Vedas (Prayoga) in rituals, especially in Vedic rituals like Y°gas,

utmost care was taken to utter the Svaras correctly and it was believed that the
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Mantras will bring in great calamity or the opposite result if the Svaras were uttered

in an incorrect way.  The famous statement in the Nirukta of Y°ska:

mantro h¢na≈ svarato var∏ato v° mithy°prayukto na tamartham°ha/

sa v°gvajra≈ yajam°nam hinasti yathendraøatru≈ svarato’par°dh°t //

is an example for this.

We have the history of the transmission of canonical texts of different

religions all over the world from very ancient times.  In none of them, except in

the Vedic texts of India, the oral tradition of the transmission of religious texts

from generation to generation, is found.  We have the canonical texts of Islam,

Christianity, Buddhism and Jainism transmitted.  But the process of transmission

had taken place in all of them through Books or in book from, not orally.  The

Tripi∂akas, the basic canonical texts of Buddhism, were transmitted in book form.

We have the reference to these texts of Buddhism in ancient literatures as ‘books’

(Pi∂akapustake¿u).  The Old Testament and the New Testament of Christians were

also transmitted in Book form, not orally.  ‘Khuran’, the Veda of Muslims, is called

‘Kitab’ (meaning ‘book’) and was studied or taught in Book form.  All these are

the religions of ‘Books’.  Writing was also common in the transmission of the

canonical texts of many of these religions.  It is stated in Khuran (96,4) that the

prophet Mohammed had the divine inspiration from God to use pen (which is

referred to by the word ‘Kalam’ there).  Thus Book and Pen were used for

transmitting the canonical texts of these religions.

This is not the peculiarities of the religions referred to here as Islam,

Christianity, Buddhism and Jainism only.  Hellenic or Greek religion also gave

importance to book and writing.  Same is the case with Alexandria and ancient

Egypt also.  Actually, it is in Alexandria where the concept of Library, a place

where books are collected and stored for the use of everyone, is seen found for
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the first time.  According to Christianity, the transmission of religious texts included

‘translation’ also.  They accepted the ideas or ‘meanings’ of the passages of Bible

also as ‘divine’ and ‘pure’, not their ‘language’ only as such.  As a result, many

translations appeared for Bible in different languages all over the world and all of

them were considered authoritative religious texts.  This trait is seen in Buddhism

and Jainism also in India.  Their original canons were written in Pali and different

dialects of Pr°krt.  But later, teachers of both the religions began to accept  hybrid

Sanskrit or pure Sanskrit for their religious texts and in a still later stage, regional

languages also, for propagating their religious principles.1

But the only religion in the world, it can be said, which was not a ‘Book

religion’ till very recent times, was Vedic religion in India.  The oral tradition was

its soul, by which the text of Veda and its different modes of chanting were

transmitted without any change from time immemorial.

Vedic tradition and South India

Analysing geographically, one can see that the Vedic tradition in India was

strongly preserved more in South India than in North India.  Prof. J.F.  Staal in

his book Namboodiri Vedic recitation (pp. 18-20) has stressed this point studying

the Vedic tradition of India historically.  In North India, Vedic tradition is even

now prevailing in Maharashtra, U.P. (K°øi) and Gujarath.  In places like Bengal

and Assam, Vedic tradition has become almost extinct.  In South India,

Rajamahendravara (Rajamundri) in Andhra is a place where Vedic tradition is even

now prevailing strongly.  In Tamil Nadu and Kerala also, the tradition is alive even

now. (In Kerala, S°ma tradition is going to be extinct.  Jaimin¢ya S°ma tradition

is followed here.  There were 21 families of Namboodiris in Kerala who preserved

this tradition.  Now only three aged scholars in two families at P°μμ°Ω in Thrissur

Dt. in Kerala , all aged above eighty, are there who are skilled in chanting all the
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modes of S°ma followed in Kerala like Œk or Àrcika, S°ma or Gr°mageya,

Candr°sy°ma or Àra∏yaka and Õha and Õ¿°∏i.  The whole tradition of Kerala

Jaimin¢ya S°ma chanting will be extinct after the generation of these scholars,

which is not far away, as all of them are , as already said, very old.  It is in this

context that the School of Vedic studies of Sree Sankaracharya University of

Sanskrit, Kalady, has undertaken and successfully completed the project of the

audio cum video documentation of the S°maveda tradition of Kerala in 95 hours.

The whole matter has been converted into CDs and is available in the Library of

Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, for study and references.  Also copy

of the same will be made available for academic/research institutions for study/

research purposes.  There are more scholars in Œgveda and Yajurveda in Kerala

at present.  But there is the possibility of vanishing those traditions also in near

future, if utmost care is not seriously taken and encouragement is not given for

preserving them also).  In Karnataka also, in South India, the Vedic tradition is

alive now to a great extend.

Kerala Vedic tradition

Vedic tradition became popular in South India (also in Kerala) with the

advent of the Aryans to this place.  This had begun, according to the historians, in

the first centuries of the Christain era itself.  By the 6th and 7th centuries A.D.,

many institutions were established in South to impart Vedic education.  Centres

of learning called ·°l°s were started connected with Temples.  The ·°l°s were

institutions where the Br°hmin youths were taught a variety of subjects including

the Vedas.  In addition, the affluent and erudite Br°hmin families established

conventions whereby Vedic education was imparted by resident scholars in their

own homes.  The young men are initiated for Vedic learning under these teachers

after their Upanayanam.  The training of the course was entirely in the oral
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tradition.  The initiation and training, both was known as ‘Upadeøam’ or oral advise.

The Vedic lessons were imparted as Mantra, again implying the meaning

‘whispered communication’.  The imparting of learning of Œgveda, like that of

Yajus and S°ma, was in this way in Kerala also at that time when the present state

of Kerala was not separately identified and was one of the portion of the wide area

known as South block or Dak¿i∏°patha (otherwise South India) at that time. The

·°kalasamhit° of Œgveda is practiced by the Namboothiris of Kerala. For

Yajurveda, the Nambothiris of Kerala Yajurveda tradition follow Taittir¢yasamhit°.

Jaimin¢yaø°kh° of S°maveda is prevalent among the S°mavedi Namboothiris here.

The learner had to take the initiation by approaching and making obeisance

to the teacher.  The training was imparted to the disciple sitting with the legs

crossed in front of the preceptor.  The latter would intone and repeat the texts,

again and again till the former was able to repeat it without mistake.  These first

lessons were called Mutal Muºa (first exercise).  Before going to higher lessons

of Vedic chanting, the first lessons covered Samhit° (Ca¥gata in Namboothiri

dialect) which the learner had to learn by heart to the satisfaction of the Guru.

Accents and peculiarities of pronounciation

Of the greatest importance is that Veda should be recited with the proper

intonations like Ud°tta, Anud°tta and Svarita.  A strong discipline was followed

in Kerala in the teaching of Œgveda, which is current even now, that the disciple

has to move his head in a specific up and down and sideways manner.  The Guru

catches hold of the tuft of the hair of the disciple’s head and pulls, pushes and

moves the head  upwards, downwards and sideways to make thorough the

movements of the head according to the Svaras and to instill the correlation

between the intonation of the sound and the motion.  Then,  a secondary

reinforcement is brought in by making the disciple learn the Mudras to be executed
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with the right hand, for each syllable that is uttered in chanting.  For example, a

gesture with the palm upwards and all the fingers except the thumb folded down

accompanies all utterances of short vowels ending in Ud°tta.  There are many such

Mudras in use in Kerala in the chanting of Œgveda, which are distinctive to the

region.  Also there are some peculiarities in the articulation of certain sounds.  For

example, the trill ‘r’ was differentiated into ‘black’ and ‘white’ (as they are called

in Kerala) as in Durga or Var¿am and Arka or Agra respectively.  Another example

is the uttering of ‘l’ or ‘t’ that comes in the end of a word: Às¢l, Às¢t, Talsavitu≈,

Tatsavitu≈, Yalpatye, Yatpatye.....  Here ‘t’ itself will be written there, but the

articulation is as  ‘l’.  In the same way sometimes the letter ‘va’ is pronounced as

‘ba’ as in  ‘Tatsaviturva (ba) re∏yam’.  There are many other subtle peculiarities

also in the chanting of Œgveda in Kerala, which are special features of Kerala

Œgvedic tradition.

Among the Œgvedins of Kerala, the Àøval°yana and the Kau¿¢taka branches

are differentiated.  The Namboodiris of Kerala adopt another division of the text

of Œgveda, apart from the conventional classification into M∏∑ala, Anuv°ka,

S£kta and Mantra, viz. A¿∂aka, Adhy°ya, Varga and Mantra or Œk.  They use the

colloquial pronunciation for A¿∂akam as A∂∂am and for Vargam as Varkam.

The entire Samhit° portion is taught first and then the Padap°∂ha (word by

word recitation in which the sentences are decomposed into separate words) and

Kramap°∂ha (extension of Padap°∂ha in which the words are repeated in a

particular form) is taught.  These three, Samhit°p°∂ha, Padap°∂ha and Kramap°∂ha

are called Prak§tip°∂ha.

Œgvedavik§tis

In addition to these, there are mnemotechnic modifications of chanting

(Vik§tip°∂has) of Œgveda also.  Here the text of Padap°∂ha is recited in certain
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definite combinations and permutations.  These derivatives have been devised to

safe - guard the proper form of transmission of these compositions and to minimize

the danger of losing the words, syllables and accents from the original text while

chanting.  They are eight in number:

ja∂° m°l° øikh° rekh° dhvajo da∏∑o ghano ratha≈/

a¿∂au vik§taya≈ prokt°≈ kramap£rv°≈ man¢¿ibhi≈//

Of these several methods, Ja∂° and Rath° are usually practised in Kerala.  In

all these modes of teaching, the words are repeated in the ascending and descending

orders so that the student will be able to recollect the entire script, word by word,

at any time.  Here the Rath° is not the same one included in the eight Vik§tis

mentioned above.  In Kerala tradition of the chanting of Œgveda, the Vik§ti Da∏∑a

is practiced as Rath°.   Thus the ceremonial chanting of Œgveda with the Svaras

in Kerala includes Pada and Krama of the text or Samhit° and Ja∂° and Rath° of

the eight Vik§tis.  In Karnataka and Tamilnadu in the South, Pada, Krama, Ja∂°

and Ghana are more in vogue.

Trissur and Tirun°v°ya Ma∂has

In course of time, the teaching of the Œgveda got  localised in the

Brahmasvam Mathas at Trissur and Tirun°v°ya, where the young men used to join

for Vedic learning after completing ‘Motalora’ and ‘Ca¥gata’ locally.  They used

to be provided with free accomodation and food.  Later on, due to the changes

that took place in society as the result of many historic reasons, big Nambothiri

families collapsed and facilities for imparting primary lesson of Œgveda like

‘Motalora’ and ‘Ca¥gata’ became insufficient in their families.  So the entire course

was shifted to the Trissur and Tirun°v°ya Ma∂has.  Though these Ma∂has also had

to face the problems that the Namboothiri families faced, still the continuity of

Vedic teaching has been maintained in them till very recent times.  Now the
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schedule in these institutions has been adjusted so that the Namboothiri youths

can combine school/college education along with the Veda classes.  Some years

ago, the Tirun°v°ya Brahmasvam Ma∂ham had to be closed down for want of

students.  Though much effort was made for restarting Œgvedic education there,

it did not become fully successful.  In Trissur Brahmasvam Ma∂ham, the continuity

of Œgvedic education has not been interrupted till the present day.  At present there

are sufficient students studying Œgveda in Brahmasvam Ma∂ham, Trissur.

During the period of Vedic study, the student has to undergo strict austerities.

He has to take bath very early in the morning and in the evening, on the days of

study and should keep purity, both external and internal, throughout.  Besides the

normal austerities, some particular vows are also to be undergone by him.  Some

of them last for one year and in those days, the pupil has to make restriction even

in his daily food.  All these austerities are common to all the Vedas.

Some special methods for preserving the skill of Œgvedic recitation in Kerala

- textual and ritual

Whole of the Vedic texts are learned byheart according to the Svaras for years

in the young ages by the Namb£tiris of Kerala.  After the Prak§tip°∂has (Samhit°,

Pad°, Krama) of Œgveda, great effort is taken to master Vik§tip°∂has also which

is same to the respective P°∂has of other Vedas also.  After thus mastering the

chanting of Œgveda, some special methods are followed in Kerala for continously

preserving this skill throughout in life.  These methods are peculiar features of

Kerala, not found in other parts of India.  They include both textual and ritual

methods.  There are texts like T°∏∂aΔ and S£ktaølokas of this type.  T°∏∂aΔ itself

is of many types like Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ, Malay°Ωat°∏∂aΔ and Samhit°t°∏∂aΔ.  All

these texts include subtle discussions related to Svaras, Padasandhi and such other

aspects usually dealt with in ·ik¿°s and Pr°tiø°khya texts.  Many kinds of rituals
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are also observed for preserving the skill of Œgveda chanting in Kerala which

include Sv°dhy°ya, S£ryanamask°ra, Tr¢∏¢, MuºajapaΔ, MuºahomaΔ,

Vedalak¿°rcana, Trisandh°, Ott£∂∂u and V°raΔ.

T°∏∂aΔ

Among the textual devices of this kind, T°∏∂aΔ is a text of ·ik¿° type

commonly used by the Œgvedins of Kerala.  The word  T°∏∂aΔ is derived from

the Malay°lam word  T°∏∂uka which means ‘to overcome’.  Œgvedic scholars of

Kerala consider the device  T°∏∂aΔ as the technique which help them to cross

the sea of doubts regarding Samhit°p°∂ha and Padap°∂ha of Œgveda.

 T°∏∂aΔ was an oral preservation technique in ancient times.  The text was

not printed earlier.  Kanippayyur Sankaran Namboothiripad, who was a great

scholar in Veda, Jyoti¿a, V°stuvidy° and other branches of knowledge, collected

it and published a book by name  T°∏∂a¥¥aΩ, from Panchangam Press,

Kunnamkulam in 1930. The text T°∏∂am is included in N°gar¢ script, in the work

Preservation Techniques of the Œgveda Chanting of Kerala, jointly edited by C.

M. Neelakandhan and K. A. Ravindran and published from Centre for Vedic

Studies, SSUS, Kalady in 2010. This book is divided into five parts according to

the subjects.  They are, SandhikaΩ, Pa∂∂aruT°∏∂aΔ, Malay°Ωa  T°∏∂aΔ, Samhit°

T°∏∂aΔ  and S£ktaølokas.

SandhikaΩ

The first portion of this book deals with the Sandhis is Sanskrit especially

in Vedic Sanskrit.  These are explained in simple Malay°Ωam language and so the

Vedic scholars can understand the Sandhis without the study of Vy°kara∏a or

Pr°tiø°khya texts.

Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ

The second part of this book is known as Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ.  This is considered

as the work of a non Kerala Brahmin and so the name Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ became
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famous (Pa∂∂ar is a colloquial expression for Iyers, the Brahmins of Tamil Nadu

who came and settled in Kerala).  The authors of Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ are well known

Vedic scholars, whose names are recorded as N°gadeva and ·e¿an°r°ya∏a.

The Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ is divided into six chapters, ·am°nam, Vila¥ghyam,

Naparam, Taparam, Avar∏i and Àvar∏¢.

·am°nam

·am°nam is the first chapter in Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ which is most important.  The

word ·am°nam is derived from the root ∂…®…¬ which means ‘to cure’ or ‘to get relief’.

It means that the ·am°nam is very helpful to get relief from many doubts regarding

the Padap°∂ha of Œgveda.  N°gadeva is the author of ·am°nam and it is written

in a prose form.

The significance of all chapters in Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ is mentioned in each

chapters in the form of Paribh°¿°ølokas.  The use of ·am°nam is explained in this

way:-

 ¥…∫…V…«x…“™… +…EÚ…Æ̇{…⁄¥…«EÚ…‰ P……‰π…¥…i{…Æ̇&*

¥™…\V…x…∫{…fiE¬Ú ∂…∫…{…Æ̇…‰ ±…÷{™…i…‰ ∫…Δ Ω˛i……I…h…‰**2

The Visarga after ° (+…) will drop when the consonants ga, gha, ja, da, dha,

na, ba, bha, ma, ya, ra, la, va, and ha and the compound letters those have øa (∂…)

and sa (∫…) in them in the beginning, come after the Visraga in Samhit°.  When

doubts come while chanting the Samhit°, whether the Visarga is there or not , this

rule comes for help.  The portion of a hymn  +V……‰π…… ¥…fiπ…¶…®…¬3 is an example for such

doubts.  Here Visarga is not heard or is dropped out.  By the above rule one can

ascertain that Visarga is there originally because the word +V……‰π……& is mentioned in

·am°na and the Visarga is dropped because the consonant va (¥…) follows it.

Vila¥ghyam

Vila¥ghyam is the second chapter in Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ.  It is also the work of
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N°gadeva.  This chapter is written in verse and it consists of seventy one ·lokas.

The use of this chapter is mentioned below:

@ÒEÚ…Æ‰ ̇{…Æ̇ +…EÚ…Æ̇& {…Æ̇™……‰Æ̇…‰n÷̆¥…h…«™……‰&*

+…‰+…Ë i……¥…S{…Æ‰ṅË̆i……Ë ∫…\UÙz……‰ ∫…Δ Ω˛i……M…®…‰**

Bi…n˘xi…… x… i……x™……Ω÷̨Ã¥…±…R¬ÛJ™……x…“ i… ¥…Ë n˘EÚ…&*4

In Œgveda Samhit°, the long vowel ° (+…) will become a (+) when the vowel

r (@Ò) comes after that vowel.  The vowels e (B) and ai (B‰) will loose its original

form and become a (+) and ° (+…) , if the vowels except a (+) come just after that

vowels.  Visarga after a (+) will drop when the vowels except a (+) comes after

the Visarga.  In these contexts, Vila¥ghya is helpful to clear the doubts regarding

the ending of such words.  In the example of ™… @Òi…‰x…,5 there is a chance for such a

doubt.  ™… @Òi…‰x… can be split as  ™…‰ + @Òi…‰x… or ™…& + @Òi…‰x… or ™…… + @Òi…‰x… .  In order to

know the correct form Vila¥ghya can be used.

The T°∏∂aΔ of ye (™…‰) is mentioned as :-

v……i…®……‰% ®… {…nΔ̆ {…C¥…Δ ®…Ø˚i……‰  ¶…& EÚ Æ̇π®… i…

 S…n˘…∫… ∫™……®… V…x®……x…& ∏…÷i……%v……z… |…S…‰i…∫…&**

 {…i…Æ̇…‰%¶…⁄i…x… M…fiΩ˛…‰ §…Ω«̨∫……‰%¥… i… i……x…¬ {…∂…÷®…¬*

{…Œxl…x……‰%¶™…xi… Æ̇I…‰¶™… Bi…i…¬ {…⁄¥…» ™… <π™…i…‰**

|… @Ò¶…¶™…& |…™…‰%™…Δ∫… ™…‰ ™…Y…‰x… |…™…÷\V…i…“*

+™…Δ ¥……®…ŒMx…®…‰i…‰π…÷ S……%v™……™…‰π…÷  ¥…x…¶…«¥…&**

EÚI…“¥…xi…Δ ∫E÷Úi…& {…⁄¥…» ............*6

In the places of doubts regarding ye (™…‰) yah (™…&) or y° (™……), if the Padas (words)

or consonants like v……i…®…&, +®…“, {…nΔ̆, {…C¥…Δ, ®…Ø˚i…&,  ¶…&, EÚ Æ˙π™… i…,  S…n˘…∫…, ∫™……®…, V…x®……x…&,

∏…÷i…&, +v……z…, |…S…‰i…∫…&,  {…i…Æ̇&, +¶…⁄i…x…, M…÷Ω̨&, §…Ω«̨∫…&, +¥… i…, i……x…¬, {…∂…÷Δ, {…Œxl…x…&, + ¶… and +xi… Æ̇I…‰¶™…&

comes just before the doubtful word, it should be ye (™…‰).  If the doubtful words

regarding ye (™…‰)  come in the Adhy°yas beginning with |… @Ò¶…÷¶™…&, |…™…‰, +™…Δ ∫…&, ™…‰
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™…Y…‰x…, |…™…÷\V… i…, +™…Δ ¥……Δ and +œMx…, there also ye (™…‰) should be the form.  There are

some exceptions in these Adhy°yas.  One is that if the words like @Ò¶…¥…&, EÚI…“¥…xi…Δ

and ∫E÷Úi…& come just before the doubtful word, ye (™…‰) could not be used.  In the

example of ™… @Òi…‰x…, ye (™…‰) is the correct word, because this is a portion in the

Adhy°ya which is started with ™…‰ ™…Y…‰x…*7

Napara and Tapara

The third and the fourth chapters in Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ are closely related to each

other.  The third chapter is known as Napara (x…{…Æ̇®…¬) and the fourth as Tapara (i…{…Æ̇®…¬).

The word Napara means the words ending with the consonant n (x…¬) and Tapara

means the words ending with t (i…¬).  These two chapters are composed by a learned

scholar by name ·e¿an°r°ya∏a.  In Napara there are 38 ·lokas and Tapara consists

of 14 ·lokas.

·e¿an°r°ya∏a explains the use of Napara and Tapara in these ·lokas :

S…V…™……‰∂S… l…EÚ…ÆΔ ̇i…÷  Ω˛i¥…… i…… n˘S…i…÷π]ı™…‰*

®…EÚ…Æ‰ ̇S… ±…EÚ…Æ‰ ̇S… {…Æ‰ ̇∫… i…  ¥…EÚ…Æ̇¶……E¬Ú**

{…n˘…xi……‰ ™……‰ ®…EÚ…Æ̇∂S… i…EÚ…Æ̇…‰ x…{…Æ̇∂S… ™…&*

o˘∂™…i…‰ ™…‰π…÷ i……Ë Y……i…÷Δ |…¥…I™…… ®… {…n˘…x™…Ω˛®…¬**8

There is a chance for doubt regarding the words which end with n (x…¬) or t

(i…¬) or m (®…¬) if they are followed by the consonants like ca, ja, ta, da, dha, na, ma,

and la.  In the hymn ∫…z…&  ∂…∂…“ Ω˛,9  the first two words can be split in three ways as -

∫…®…¬ + x…& , ∫…x…¬ + x…& and ∫…i…¬ + x…&*  In order to clear such doubts, Napara and Tapara

are to be used.  Napara denotes the words ending with n (x…¬) and Tapara defines

the words ending with t (i…¬) in these contexts.

Avar∏i and Àvar∏i

Avar∏i and Àvar∏i are the last two chapters of Pa∂∂arut°∏∂aΔ.  Avar∏i
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denotes the word which begins with a (+) and in Àvar∏i, the words are listed which

begin with ° (+…) .  There are 71 ·lokas belonging to Avar∏i and Àvar∏i together.

The name of the author of these chapters is not mentioned.

The vowel a (+) is dropped when the vowels e (B) and o (+…‰) come just before

those words which begins with a (+)* i…‰%¥…n˘x…¬10 is an example. The doubtful words

in Samhit° which begin with a (+) are listed in the chapter Avar∏i.  There is another

law in Sandhi which deals with the joining of Avar∏as.  This law says that when

two Avar∏as join together, the result should be longer a.  It means that one a (+)

or ° (+…) if joined with another a (+) or ° (+…), the result should be a long ° (+…).

In order to know the beginning of the second one in the combined words, on the

basis of the law mentioned above, the Avar∏i or Àvar∏i can be used.

Malay°Ωat°∏∂aΔ

Malay°Ωat°∏∂aΔ is considered as the contribution of a Vedic scholar or some

groups of scholars from Kerala.  The name of the author of Malay°Ωat°∏∂aΔ is

unknown.  In Malay°Ωat°∏∂aΔ six important topics are discussed.  They are,

Ak°r°ntas, Ãk°r°ntapadas£ci, Rephas, Àdyud°tta, Antod°tta and Prag§hyas.

Apart from these topics many groups of words are listed postulating the doubts

that may arise in each context.  They are:

1. I∂a¥kayyuΩΩa Pada¥¥aΩ (words denoted by additional Mudr°s)

2. Kuºukkiya Pada¥¥aΩ (shortened words)

3. Valiya O∂ikal (words with lengthened split).

4. OººakaΩ (solitary words)

5. Palavaka (Miscellaneous)

Ak°r°ntas

There are many peculiarities in the usage of Vedic words, which does not
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follow the general Sandhi rules in classical Sanskrit.  The words which are ending

with a (+) are seen as ° (+…) in Samhit°.  Under this topic of Ak°r°nta, such types

of words are listed.  Twenty two ·lokas or verses are included in this portion to

denote the Padas or words which are ending with a (+).

Ãk°r°ntapadas£ci

In Sanskrit the words ending with the vowels i  (<) and ¢ (<«) will change into

™…h…¬ (™…), when they join with the vowels except i (<) and ¢ (<«).  In these contexts

Ãk°r°ntapadas£ci is helpful to know the right form of the ending of first word in

Sandhis.  Under this topic the words which are ending with ¢  (<«) are listed.  It is

understood that the doubtful words which are not mentioned in this chapter and

which come in the above mentioned situations will end with i (<).  The word +™…÷v¥…“

is mentioned in this chapter as an example and so in the hymn +™…÷v¥™…÷i…,11 the word

+™…÷v¥…“ is to be split as +™…÷v¥…“ + =i…*  Another example is ¥……M¥…n˘xi…“*12  It denotes that

if the word  ¥……E¬Ú comes just before the word ¥…n˘Œxi…, it should be chanted as  ¥…n˘xi…“

(with <«EÚ…Æ˙…xi… ending).  In all other such cases the word ¥…n˘Œxi… is to be used.

Example : ¥……M¥…n˘xi™… ¥…S…‰i…x…… x… - ¥……E¬Ú +  ¥…n˘xi…“ + + ¥…S…‰i…x…… x…*

Counter example : ¥…n˘xi™……‰V…∫…& - ¥…n˘Œxi… + +…‰V…∫…&*13

Rephas

The Visarga coming after the vowels except a (+) and ° (+…) are dropped

and  will change into Repha in all Sandhis.  But the Visarga or Repha cannot be

seen when they join with the compound consonants which start with ø (∂…) or s

(∫…)* ∫…“Æ̇…& {…i… j…h…“14 + ∫l…x…  is an example.  Here it can be split in two ways as {…i… j…h…“

+ ∫l…x… and  {…i… j…h…“& + ∫l…x…* When one chants this hymn in Samhit°, he cannot

understand whether it is divided as {…i… j…h…“ + ∫l…x… or {…i… j…h…“& + ∫l…x….  In order to

know such words, the T°∏∂aΔ 'Rephas' are very helpful.  In Rephas the word {…i… j…h…“&

is mentioned.  So one can understand the Padap°∂ha of {…i… j…h…“ ∫l…x… as {…i… j…h…“& + ∫l…x…*
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Àdyud°tta and Antod°tta

In Vedas, the Sandhi is more difficult than in the classical Sanskrit.  There

are two different types of Sandhis in Vedas.  They are Svarasandhi and

Ak¿arasandhi.  All the chapters of T°∏∂aΔ which are described before are related

with the Sandhis of Ak¿ara.  These two chapters deal with the Sandhis of Svara.

In the case of starting with Ud°ttasvara, there should be a chance for doubts

regarding the first accent.  These types of words are listed in the chapter Àdyud°tta.

Antod°tta contains those words which are ending with Ud°tta when there is chance

for doubt to locate the accent there in the end.  All these matters are discussed in

these chapters.

Prag§hyas

In Vedas there are some words ending with ¢  (<) and e (B)*  They are

sometimes Prag§hyas and sometimes not.  Te (i…‰) is an example for such types of

words.  This chapter discusses about the Prag§hyas ending with e (B) and ¢ (<«).

These are the main topics in Malay°Ωat°∏∂aΔ.

I∂a¥kayyuΩΩa Pada¥¥aΩ

There are some other topics also which are not so important as those

mentioned above.  Among such topics I∂a¥kayyuΩΩa Pada¥¥aΩ is the first one.  It

is a device to clear the doubts regarding the Hastamudr°.  The correct form of some

words cannot be understood by the knowledge of normal Svarasandhi,

Ak¿arasandhi and Hastamudr°s of the accent at the end of that word.  In such

contexts, extra Mudr°s are used to denote the correct form of the letter.  Such words

are known as I∂a¥kayyuΩΩa Pada¥¥aΩ.

Kuºukkiya Pada¥¥aΩ

Kuºukkiya Pada¥¥aΩ means the group of words which will become short in

Padap°∂ha.  The word {…⁄Ø˚π…& in Samhit° is changed as {…÷Ø˚π…& in Padap°∂ha.15  Such

words are listed in Kuºukkiya Pada¥¥aΩ.
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Valiya O∂ikaΩ

The word Valiya O∂ikaΩ denotes the compound words in which the first part

has the ending with D¢rgha.  In some words, there will be chance of doubt regarding

the ending of the first part of compound words.  The compound word +…S™…16 is an

example.  It spilled as +… + +…S™… .  Here the doubt arises whether the first part is

pronounced as a (+) or ° (+…).  In this case the device Valiya O∂ikaΩ helps the

scholars to clear the doubt.

OººakaΩ

The word Oººa means single one or solitary.  Some words have some typical

characteristics among such group of words.  These typical words are listed in

alphabetical order in verses.  These verses are known as OººakaΩ.

Palavaka (miscellaneous)

Palavaka denotes various items of this type listed.   Under this topic different

types of other doubts are cleared related to the topic.  Several clarifications are

given in this part regarding the chanting of Œgveda.  It is given in the text without

any order.

Samhit° T°∏∂a¥¥aΩ

This portion is used to clear the doubts regarding the Sandhis in Samhit°.

According to Vedic scholars it is not so important because they are well versed in

the chanting of Samhit°.  They consider that the Pa∂∂aruT°∏∂aΔ and

Malay°ΩaT°∏∂aΔ are more useful than the Samhit°T°∏∂aΔ.

S£ktaølokas

S£ktaøloka is a peculiar device used to know the number of Vargas in each

S£kta of Œgveda.   Melputt£r N°r°ya∏a Bha∂∂a is considered as the author of

S£ktaølokas.  It includes nine ·lokas in the Sragdhar° metre.  The first ·loka
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explains the significance and importance of S£ktaølokas in general and the

following eight ·lokas denote the number of Vargas in each S£kta using the

method of Ka∂apay°di.  Each ·loka is devoted to each A¿∂aka and thus number

of Vargas in each S£kta of whole text of Œgveda are explained.

In S£ktaølokas Melputt£r uses the compound consonants in a particular way.

It is described in the first ·loka as:-

™…⁄HÚ…tΔ i…÷±™…∫…⁄HÚ…x™…÷{… n˘∂…i…÷ ¶…¥…‰u˘…n˘∂…‰HÚ…Ë I…EÚ…Æ̇&

|…‰ i…∫™…… u˘ u˘EÚ…‰HÚ…Ë ¶…¥…i…÷ S… n˘∂…∫…R¬ÛJ™…… ¶…v……™…“ x…EÚ…Æ̇&*17

It means that the first half of a compound consonant denotes the number of

S£kta and the second half denotes the Vargasa¥khy° in each S£ktas.  The

compound consonant I… denotes the S£kta which includes twelve Vargas and |…

denotes two continuous S£ktas containing two Vargas each.  The consonant x… is

used to denote the S£kta which contains ten vargas and i… is useful to inform the

end of Adhy°yas. S£ktaølokas with a detailed commentary in Sanskrit by Dr. K.

Vishnu Namboothiri is also included in the above mentioned work Preservation

Techniques of the Œgveda Chanting of Kerala.

The study of Vedas with ‚a∑a¥ga is considered as the duty of Br°hma∏as.

The study of Veda with correct Svara and pronunciation is also essential.  The

‚a∑a¥gas, especially ·ik¿° and Chandas, are used to know the correct

pronunciation and accent.  But it is not easy to study the Ved°¥gas including ·ik¿°

and Pr°tiø°khya for all who study Veda to know the correct pronunciation of Veda

because much time and deep knowledge in Sanskrit are required for that.  So the

ancient Vedic scholarsof Kerala used some other easy methods for this.  These

methods or techniques were later compiled in the works T°∏∂a¥¥al.  Using such

techniques and other devices, the Vedic Scholars preserved the tradition of Veda

in Kerala.  Because of such hard and dedicated effort the ancient scholars have
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indulged in, the present generation is able to know about the Vedas, their chanting

and related topics.

Rituals

There are many ritual methods also followed in Kerala for preserving the skill

of Œgveda chanting.  Among the Vedic rituals, Y°gas are the most important.  In

Y°gas many hymns of the three Vedas are used and some other Mantras are also

chanted which are not seen in Samhit° texts.  These may be the Mantras of some

vanished recension of Vedas.  Apart from these Y°gas, there are many other rituals,

which are more helpful for the preservation of Vedas.  Most of them are regional

in practice and those followed in Kerala are explained here.

Murajapam, V°ram, Ott£∂∂, Trisandh°, Murahomam and Lak¿°rcan° are the

main rituals introduced by ancient scholars for the preservation of Vedas in Kerala.

There are some Vedic rituals which are included in the daily duties of Brahmins.

Sv°dhy°ya, S£ryanamask°ra and Tr¢∏i are such type of  rituals.

Sv°dhy°ya

Sv°dhy°ya is a daily ritual performed by the Brahmins after completing their

primary Vedic education or Samhit° course.  It is believed that Sv°dhy°ya is a

ritual to be practiced strictly by all who  have studied Veda.  It is considered as a

Brahmayajμa.  The student has to recite a portion of Samhit° every day till the

end of the life.  This is done by all Vedic scholars.  Œgvedic scholars recite one

S£kta or Anuv°ka in the Sv°dhy°ya a day.  For Yajurvedins and S°mavedins, one

Oth (chapter) has to be chanted.  Related to the chanting there are many ritual

performances also.

S£ryanamask°ra

This is a practice helpful for the mental concentration and physical exercise

for the Vedic scholars.  They chant a certain portion of their own Veda and do the

S£ryanamask°ra.  The scholars who belong to Œgveda and S°maveda do their
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Namask°ra for each Œk or hymn and Yajurvedic scholars do five Namask°ras for

each Paμc°øat18 which they call Paμμ°di in local language.

Tr¢∏i

This is a rare ritual performed by the Vedic scholars.  Only limited number

of scholars are able to perform this.  Samhit°, Padap°∂ha and Kramap°∂ha are

recited in this ritual.  This is more fruitful than the other daily rituals like

Namask°ra and Sv°dhy°ya for memorising Vedic chanting.  The name Tr¢∏i is

meaningful as the three modes of chanting of Veda (Samhit°, Pada and Krama)

are combined in this.  Usually one Œgvedas£kta is chanted in Tr¢∏i style one day.

So it will take about one thousand days for the complete recitation of Œgveda in

this style.

There are some ritual performances which are done in special occasions.

Murajapam, Murahomam, Trisandh°, Ott£∂∂ and V°ram are the examples for such

type of rituals.

Murajapam19

It is a ritual performance done related to special occasions.  This is performed

in big Brahmin households as well as temples.  Recitation of the whole Samhit°

within a certain period is called as Murajapam.  The Vedic scholar who can chant

the whole Samhit° with the correct Svara can only participate in the Murajapam.

This is sometimes performed by a single scholar or group of scholars.  If one

scholar devotes five hours a day for this type of chanting, this will be completed

within four days.  This is done by group of scholars also with more elaborate Svara,

repeating the Samhit° text in this way many times.   In the famous Murajapa festival

conducted at ·r¢ Padman°bhasv°mi temple, Tiruvananthapuram, this ritual used

to prolong for fifty-six days.  In this festival the Samhit° was chanted seven times

by each Vedic scholar devoting eight days for the completion of the recital once.
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Murahomam or Samhit°homam

Samhit°homam is a Vedic ritual practiced by Œgvedic scholars only.  It is

conducted not only in Kerala but in other states of India also.  Samhit° is chanted

with Œ¿i, Chandas and Devat° and ghee is offered in the fire at the end of every

hymn with Sv°h°k°ra.  Three Vedic scholars use to participate in this ritual.  One

priest performs the Homa with the recitation of Mantra, the second one does the

Anujapa (reciting along with the former) and the third one is called Brahman who

takes care of the whole procedure, not to have any mistake.

Vedalak¿°rcan°

This is a new Vedic ritual performance that was started by ·r¢ O.M.C.

Narayanan Namboothirippa, a great Vedic scholar, the former president of Va∂akke

Ma∂ham Brahmasvam (Brahmasvam Ma∂ham) and the author of

Œgvedabh°¿°bh°¿yam. The first Vedalak¿°rcana was conducted at Brahmasvam

Ma∂ham, Trissur, in the year 1975.  At least ten scholars who can chant the whole

Samhit° are needed for a Vedalak¿°rcana.  This ritual is common now in temples

with all three Vedas.

Trisandh°

This is a long-term ritual performance.  In order to conduct a Trisandh°, about

eight months are necessary.  The full-time involvement of twenty or more scholars

are needed for this.  At least five scholars have to chant the Veda without break.

This is conducted only in S°dhy°ya days (working days).

In Trisandh°, Samhit°, Pada and Krama are chanted with Svara.  The name

Trisandh° is meaningful because all the three styles of chanting are combined here

(Samhit°, Pada and Krama). j…™……h……Δ ∫…xv……  j…∫…xv……*  Teaching and learning method is

used in this ritual.  One scholar recites the Mantras in the place of the teacher and

others repeat them as students.  After each Varga, the one who acts as teacher, is
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changed.  Thus all scholars will come in the position of teacher and student in

turn.  This is the method of Œgvedic Trisandh°.  There are two types of Trisandh°

among Œgvedins -  P°dasahit° and P°darahit°.  In P°dasahit° type of  Trisandh°,

P°dap°∂h° is also chanted.  S°mavedins also have Trisandh°.  They chant Œk,

S°ma, and Õha in Trisandh°.  The last S°mavedic Trisandh° was held before 70

years at To∂∂attil Mana,  P°μμ°l.  There is no S°mavedic scholar now who has

participated in that Trisandh°.  Trisandh° of Œgveda is being conducted at

Brahmasvam Ma∂ham, Trissur now, two months each year.

 Ott£∂∂u20

This is a Vedic ritual conducted by the scholars of Yajurveda.  This is a ritual

performance like Trisandh° conducted every six years at different temples.

Samhit°, Pada and Ko∂∂u are recited in Ott£∂∂u.  Apart from these three, Krama

and ·°kh° are also included in some places for this ritual.  In order to conduct

such a ritual, minimum 32 Sv°dhy°yas (working days) are essential.  Now this is

a rarely conducted ritual in Kerala.

V°ram

V°ram is considered as a much sacred Vedic ritual performance.  This is

performed in relation to almost all the rituals mentioned above.  During the time

of Trisandh°, V°ram is performed on every Ek°daøi day and the days of

Anadhy°ya (holidays) of each Pak¿a.  It is conducted at temples and some Brahmin

families related to special occasions also.

This ritual is common to all Vedas.  Œgvedic scholars chant the Kramap°∂ha

of continuous ten Mantras, for V°ram.  According to the scholars belonging to

Yajurveda, V°ram is the recitation of Padap°∂ha of continuous 250 Padas (words).

S°mavedic scholars use the Vik§tip°∂ha, Õha for V°ram.  Vedic scholars use a

particular method to choose a portion of Veda to chant for V°ram.  They use pieces
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of stones to decide the particular portion of Veda that is to be chanted for V°ram.

This method is known as Kalluvaccu V°ram.21  This method is followed by Tamil

Brahmins also.

 In Kerala, V°ram is used to evaluate the talent of scholars.  Munpilirikkal,

one of the great examinations in Ka∂avall£r Anyonyam, is a typical example for

this kind of V°ram.  M£∂ippacca is a Vik§ti of Kerala tradition.  This is reverse

chanting of V°ram.  In V°ram mistake is not at all allowed.  If one makes a mistake,

he cannot continue the chanting and it is considered as a sin.

There are several other devices also for the preservation of Vedas.

Vedavik§tis and some other techniques like T°∏∂aΔ and P°dakkuttu are important

among them.

Vedavik§tis

Vedavik§tis are one of the important devices followed for the preservation

of Vedas. For Œgveda, there are eight Vedavik§tis:-

V…]ı… ®……±……  ∂…J…… Æ‰̇J…… v¥…V……‰ n˘hb˜…‰ Æ˙l……‰ P…x…&*

+π]ı…Ë  ¥…EfiÚi…™…& |……‰HÚ…& GÚ®…{…⁄¥……« ®…x…“ π… ¶…&**

These Vik§tip°∂has help the scholars to reaffirm their knowledge in the

chanting of Vedas.  Similar Vik§tip°∂has are practiced by Yajurvedins and

S°mavedins also.

In Kerala Ja∂° and Ratha are popular Vik§tis among Œgvedins.  The famous

Vedavik§ti, Da∏∑a is popularly known among Namp£tiris as Ratha. Namp£tiris

adopt a particular mode of expansion in Svaras while chanting these Vik§tip°∂has

which are very distinct from other parts of India. Vik§tis, especially Ratha is

considered as the main scale to evaluate the skill of a Vedic scholar in Kerala.

Gho¿a is a popular Vik§ti practiced by Yajurvedins in Kerala.  Õha and Õ¿°∏i are

the famous Vik§tis of S°maveda chanting in Kerala.  Besides Õha and Õ¿°∏i,
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Kerala S°mavedins introduced a new method of chanting, that is known as

Vacanam.  It has many similarities with the Ja∂° style of Œgvedic scholars in Kerala.

Thus there are many textual and ritual methods followed in Kerala for the

preservation of the skill of Œgvedic recitation.

Kadavallur Anyonyam

There has been friendly rivalry between Trissur and Tirun°v°ya Brahmasvam

Ma∂has.  At Kadavallur Sri Ramaswamy Temple, Kadavallur, Trissur Dt. every

year, a competition on the chanting of Œgveda between the scholars of the two

Ma∂has, takes place.  The candidates from these two Ma∂has recite Œgveda in

different Vik§tis and there are judges to evaluate the performances.  Titles or

honours like Mumpilirikkal  (sit in front of the examiners or in front of the

presiding deity for the competition), Ka∂annirikkal  (sitting in the inner parts

of the temple for further, higher tests) and Valiyaka∂annirikkal  (more severe

tests entering the inner parts of the temple for Vedic examination) were given to

the successful candidates.  These are the highest titles that a Œgvedic scholar gets

if he proves to be excellent in different modes of chanting.  These titles or honours

can be compared to the degrees like M.A., M.Phil and Ph.D of the present day.

No such examination is current in Kerala for Yajurveda or S°maveda.  No other

examination or evaluation method for Œgveda, or for any other Vedas like these,

is prevalent in other parts of India also.  Due to the socio-cultural changes that

took place in the modern society, this Anyonyam ceremony was also stopped for

some years.  But now it has been restarted with more pomp and vigour.  For the

last few years, national level seminars and discussions on different topics connected

with Vedas also used to take place on the stage outside the temple on the days of

Anyonyam, when the ceremonial Vedic examination goes on inside the temple.

Exact history of Kadavallur Anyonyam is not available.  According to the
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traditions, this was started in the temple at Mulakunnathukavu near Trissur.  There

the participants of the Trissur Ma∂ha always used to get victory because they were

getting the blessings of the famous deity of Vadakkunnatha temple at Trissur.

Tradition says that the members of the Tirun°v°ya Ma∂ha gradually manipulated

the situation and were successful in shifting the venue of Anyonyam to the

Kadavallur Sri Ramaswamy temple in course of time.

Anyonyam is now conducted for eight days.  Examinations of the two groups

of Namboothiris from the eight A¿∂akas of Œgveda will be completed in eight days,

concentrating on one A¿∂aka each day in order.  Years back, the contest was

conducted for sixteen or twenty four days also taking into consideration the number

of participants from each Ma∂ha for the contest as more scholars used to get ready

for that in those days.  But now, for many years the programme is confined to eight

days only.  Anyonyam starts on the first day of the Malayalam month V§øcikam

every year (middle of November) and continues for eight concecutive days.  This

rare ceremonial contest of Œgveda chanting is a unique feature of the Vedic

tradition of Kerala.22

Mudr° recitation of Œgveda

Mudr° recitation is a special feature found in Kerala with regard to Œgveda

chanting. Some Mudr°s or gestures with fingers and hands are used in the Œgveda

chanting of Kerala which are not found in other parts of India.  Also no such

specific Mudr°s, except some hand movements, are used in the chanting of S°ma

or Yajus in Kerala or in the chanting of any Veda in other parts of India. Scholars

of Œgveda in Kerala who are proficient in Mudr° chanting, are able to communicate

the whole of the ten Ma∏∑alas of Œgveda containing more than ten thousand

Mantras, with these Mudr°s or hand gestures only. These Mudr°s do not denote

any word or its meaning, but they denote the letters at the end of each word of the
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Mantras. Thus they are helpful to understand the Padap°∂ha.  Mudr°s used in Tantra

worship to denote the meaning of the words related to the different objects used

in P£j°. Also, Mudr°s are used in theatrical art forms like K£∂iy°∂∂am, KathakaΩi

and Mohiniy°∂∂am to present different words and their meaning. The development

of Vedic and Tantric Mudr°s as the Mudr°s used in theatrical art forms, is a topic

much interesting for further study and research. Recently, a small treatise namely

Bahv§cahastalak¿a∏ad¢pik° has been written by Dr. K. V. Vasudevan, a young

scholar from Kerala, which describes the Mudr°s used in the Œgveda chanting of

Kerala in a lucid way in Sanskrit. The same is included in the work Preservation

Techniques of the Œgveda Chanting of Kerala jointly edited by C. M. Neelakandhan

and K. A. Ravindran and published from the Centre for Vedic Studies of Sree

Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady in 2010.

Musical aspects of Œgveda chanting

Though based on the three basic Svaras, Ud°tta, Anud°tta and Svarita, the

chanting of Œgveda and S°maveda followed in Kerala is more musical, elaborate

and rhythmic.  The chanting of the higher modes of Œgveda in Kerala, Ja∂° and

Ratha and the Jaimin¢yas°ma chanting of the Namboothiris of Kerala are best

examples for this. In Ja∂° and Ratha chanting, two scholars of Œgveda sit face to

face in Kukku∂°sana and chant the Mantras in musical tone with elaborations of

different kinds. Two scholars with the same ·ruti and harmony of sound is often

selected for Ja∂° and Ratha chanting and they chant for about one hour in high

pitch and musical tone. The ·ruti and musical tone are maintained throughout the

chanting without the help of any instruments for the support of ·ruti that are usually

seen used in classical music concerts and the like.  This kind of chanting of Ja∂°

and Ratha by two scholars joined together resulting in the experience of the

sublimity of rhythm and musical harmony, is a unique feature of the Œgveda
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chanting of Kerala. In the classical art forms of Kerala like KathakaΩi and

K§¿∏an°∂∂am, music is provided from the back by two singers.  They are called

Ponn°ni and ·i¥ki∂i, the main singer and the assistant.  These singers also, often

with the same sweetness of sound and ·ruti, while singing, create wonderful

experience of music. The performance of the chanting of Ja∂° and Ratha with two

scholars often reminds us of the performance of music in KathakaΩi and

K§¿∏an°∂∂am by two singers on the stage. These and similar topics related to the

Veda recitation of Kerala should be subjected to further careful studies.

*****
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